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Focus

Seoul Initiative (SI)

Customs Harmonization Toward E-Asia Integration

Amid the
r e v o l u t i o n a r y
changes in the
global trade order,
considering its
dynamism, the
East Asian region
is assuming a
much larger role
in world trade.
And Seoul is
emerging as the
eye of the tiger for
this drive.

SI, standing for
the Seoul
Initiative, is an effort to expand
customs cooperation in the region as
the basic foundation for greater and
more efficient trade. Customs is at the
center of world trade as it has the
greatest influence on commodity flows.

Kim Yong-Duk, commissioner of
Korea Customs Service, said that SI
benchmarks the EU's ECSC, European
Community of Steel and Coal, which
realized the vision of integration of its
sector in Europe.

On May 27-28, Kim's organization
hosted the International Conference on
Customs Harmonization in East Asia
under the theme "Paving the Way for
Customs Integration." At the meeting,
ASEAN Plus 3 (Korea, China and
Japan) took the first steps toward
unification of customs procedures and
practices in the region. Already in close
cooperation with the Ministry of
Finance and Economy and KIEP, the
Korea Customs Service is drawing up
an action program based on the
outcome of the Seoul conference.

Richard Baldwin, professor of
Switzerland International Graduate
School, presided at the recent regional
customs forum, while the Netherlands
customs commissioner presented
lessons learned regarding customs
integration in the course of EU
unification. 

The vision of customs harmonization

was discussed among the participants
of the Seoul conference to set
integration targets.

Meanwhile, Commissioner Kim is
not just focused on East Asia but also
on expanding the role of customs in
Korea's global cooperation efforts.

On June 4, he visited Mexico for the
Korea-Mexico Customs Commissioners
Meeting and signed a memorandum of
understanding on customs cooperation
with his Mexican counterpart. This pact
included the establishment of an
exclusive window to resolve customs
bottlenecks at the respective customs
offices of the two countries. It also
provides for exchanges of information
and specialists as well as technical
assistance.

Kim noted that Korea is targeting the
conclusion of a free trade agreement
with Mexico as the world's 14th largest
trading nation and a potential
beachhead for East Asia in the
Americas. He said that closer
cooperation in Korea-Mexico trade
would provide momentum for increased
cooperation among NAFTA, ASEAN,
the Americas and Asia.
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